ANSWER KEY

Teacher Grade-II
(English)
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Q.

Ans.

1.

In the Guide by R.K. Narayan……

(2) Rosie

2.

Who was the first recipient of the Sahitya….

(2) R.K. Narayan

3.

Identify the movement to which John Keble…

(3) The Oxford Movement

4.

The author who is not identified with….

(1) Samuel Johnson

5.

'Where the mind is without fear and…

(3) Rabindranath Tagore's Gitanjali

6.

The emphasis in Grammar-Translation….

7.

Which among the following is not authored….

(2) Translation of target language into mother
tongue.
(1) The Bachelor of Arts

8.

Which among the following is not authored…

(1) Summer in Calcutta

9.

Which on of the following is not true about….

10

The strength of Structural Method….

(3) The native language of students in not used in
classroom
(1) Selection and gradation structures

11.

Which one of the following in not ture….

12.

Which one of the following statements in incorrect
about….

13.

Which one of the following is true with regard..

14.

Errors are….. and seen

15.

Which one of the following is true about the

(1) Teacher tries to develop only the writing skills
of students.
(2) Pronunciation is worked out at the end of
language instruction.
(3) Teacher forms a habit in pupils of learning
structures.
(2) Tolerated

Audio…

(1) By listening to how it sounds students are able
to mimic the model.

16.

In Communicative English Language…

(1) Facilitator

17.

Which one of the following is not applicable…

18.

"Selecting of the language material….

(1) The knowledge of linguistic competence is the
same as communicative competence.
(1) Suggestibility

19.

A quick reading of a passage looking…

(3) Scanning

20.

Teaching of English prose should…

(3) Objective

21.

The main objective of teaching poetry…

(3) To appreciate the beauty of the poem.

22.

Teaching a grammar is particularly…

(4) Accuracy

Q.
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23.

Teachers do not need to present all the….

(4) Guess

24.

The general objective of teaching composition…

(2) Expression

25.

Following test item is an example of…

(4) Listening test

26.

…………is concerned of language…

(1) An approach

27.

Guided composition is one in which pupils….

(2) Structures and vocabulary

28.

A word that expresses some sudden feeling is…

(4) An interjection

29.

That which adds to the meaning of a verb is…

(3) An adverb

30.

There is nothing that ……..of us can….

(1) Any

31.

………his money has been stolen….

(3) All

32.

The howling of the wolf filled….

(1) With

33.

A word which gives impression…

(1) Participle

34.

He bought a dress as weel as a……

35.

She spent…… useful….

(2) A conjunction (3) A Preposition
(fodYi 2 vkSj 3 nksuksa gh gks ldrs gS)
(3) A

36.

Did you see…….. first half or…..

(4) the, the

37.

Hi is always……….his temper…..

(3) losing

38.

Choose the best option to complete….

(3) she had been married for five years

39.

There are…….mistakes in this essay……

(2) few

40.

That is ……….toy which I saw….

(1) the

41.

Hello……….is Meera. Is ………Rama…

(4) this, that

42.

The news……….true…..

(4) is

43.

Their means……..simple…..

(3) is, (4) are (fodYi 3 vkSj 4 nksuksa gh gks ldrs gS)

44.

A bunch of keys……..lying on the ………

(4) is

45.

All citrus fruits…………a rich…….

(3) are

46.

Did the postman……..this ……

(4) come

47.

The train…………in ten minutes. So….

(1) leaves

48.

Identify the correct option to fill in the blank

(4) ran

He………. faster than we did.
49.

I prefer milk…… tea for break fast….

(4) to

50.

It has been ages…….I sang……

(4) since

51.

I must apologise……. being late….

(4) for

52.

The train is running………time…

(4) behind
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53.

…………is lying on the table…..

(4) a new pair of glasses

54.

Neither of the students……… interested in extra

(1) is

classes…..
55.

Warning! No unauthorized personnel…….

(2) beyond

56.

He is very clever….

(3) is he very clever

57.

Everyone admitted the truth….

(2) no one admitted to truth of the story

58.

I was tired ………..the end of the…..

(3) at

59.

He is wiser than I……….

(3) I am not so wise a he (is)

60.

This is not as example to be followed….

(2) Is this an example to be followed

61.

You must never say that he was……

(4) It must never be said that he was ungenerous.

62.

Madhulik adored Shayama…..

(3) Madhulika di not adore Shayama

63.

Negligence causes many serious….

64.

My mother is preparing some……..

65.

My cousin said, "My room-mate…..

66.

Someone has picked my….

(1) Many serious accidents are caused by
negligence
(1) Some delicious dish is being prepared by my
mother
(4) My cousin said that her room-mate snored
throughout the night.
(2) My pocket has been picked.

67.

Who taught her such things……..

(1) By whom was she taught such things

68.

Please help me…..

(2) You are requested to help me.

69.

Rukmani said to me. "I will do ……….

70.

"I don't know the way. Do you………

71.

The Captain said, "Hurrah….

72.

He said to them "Don't make a…..

(1) Rakmani told me that she would do that then
or never.
(2) He said that he didn't know the way and asked
me if I did.
(3) The captain exclaimed with joy that they had
scored a goal.
(1) He ordered them not to make a nose.

73.

Fill in the blank.

(1) used to

During the holidays we……
74.

Pick the correct option to fill….

(3) are having

The children………… a good
75.

This handwriting is legible. Anyone………easily..

(4) can

76.

"What happened?" She said…..

(2) she asked what had happened.

77.

He…… reach the station in time to receive….

(3) ought to

78.

Fill in the blank.
I…….. type for hours everyday….

(2) could
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79.

…….keep ealm….

(1) whatever happens

80.

She wouldn't have owned such a big office …..

(4) she had not signed

81.

We……lose her company……

(4) might

82.

You won't be allowed into the club….

(4) unless

83.

If I were a actress. I…… Hollywood….

(2) would sign

84.

I cannot…..my mind whether to stay here….

(4) make up

85.

The police are …..

(3) go after

86.

The match was…… Identify the correct…

(4) called off

87.

He has…….a year's work and…..

(4) put in

88.

……. you like it of not he will speak….

(2) whether

89.

The phrasal verb 'back out' means….

(4) withdraw

90.

The thief ……into the house….

(2) broke into

91.

Managers set objectives and decide…..

(3) how

92.

He was tired of work. He sat down….

(4) tired of work, he sat down to rest.

93.

……. some employers oppose….

(1) although

94.

She is intelligent…… lazy….

(3) but

95.

This town was once a prosperous….

96.

He purchased the factory that belonged to….

(2) this town, once a prosperous seaport, is now a
heap of ruins.
(3) he purchased his friends factory.

97.

He is very fat. He cannot run…

(3) he is too fat to run.

98.

I don't know her address…..

(4) I don't know what her address is.

99.

The patient died due to the doctor's….

100.

You take the………of the two….

(4) The doctor was careless, therefore the patient
lost his life.
(3) shorter

101.
102.

Fill in the blank with….
She is the…….of the two
In the event of being late you will not….

103.

She has an aunt who is very……..

(3) You must not be late or you will not be allowed
entry.
(1) She has a very rich aunt.

104.

A lost moment is lost forever…..

(4) The moment which is lost is lost forever.

105.

She is the……talented…

(3) most

106.

The phonetic transcription….

(3) dutch

107.

The correct stress in the word….

(2) par'ticular

108.

Choose the correct transcription….

(4) /bƏ'lu:n/

(3) richer
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109.

Balloon
My dress is ….. than yours….

(4) brighter

110.

No other boy in the lobby is as……as Rohan…

(3) smart

111.

The comparative degree for the….

(2) smaller

112.

'Achilles heel' means…..

(3) a fatal weakness

113.

"Salad days" means….

(4) days of one's youthful inexperience

114.

The idiom 'At one's fingertips'….

(2) readily available knowledge

115.

/i ƏtƏr/ is the correct transcription….

(2) theatre

116.

The idiom 'break the ice'…

(4) removing the initial hesitation

117.

'To smell a rat'….

(2) to suspect a trick

118.

All women love jewellery and silk sarees.

(3) SVO

119.

The old lady keeps her clothes….

(4) SVOA

120.

Children unwilling….

(2) Children

121.

Which sentence below has as it….

(4) No one can consider her pretty.

122.

(4) SVO

124.

Choose the correct…
The boys are playing….
Which of the following has the pattern Subject +
Verb + Object?
The second train….

125.

My opinion is that he will rise to the occasion.

(2) complement of the subject

126.

That barking dogs seldom bite…..

(4) noun clause

127.

Some of the most important. …..

(2) Pre modifier

128.

'The lady in a black dress'…..

(1) in a black dress

129.

Unfamiliar routes of the city…..

(3) routes

130.

The transcription of 'museum' is….

(4) /mju"'ziƏm/

131.

/Ə'laik/is the phonetic transcription….

(3) alike

132.

Identify the correct phonetic….

(1) /Ə'kaƲnt/

133.

Meera painted the wall green in…..

(2) SPOCA

134.

The would 'utility' is transcribed….

(2) /ju:'tiliti/

135.

Identify the correct phonetic…..

(4) /'tƒlmni/

136.

Failure can turn….

(3) a little more effort

137.

According to the paragraph….

(3) to work hard and persistently

138.

Which word is opposite in…..

(2) Conquerable

123.

(3) He admitted his mistake.
(3) Disaster
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139.

The word similar in meaning to

(3) inborn

140.

Select the incorrect pair of synonyms….

(2) Authentic-Agreeable

141.

The synonym of 'grotesque'….

(1) bizarre

142.

The antonym of 'impetuous' is….

(3) calm

143.

A piece of literature which deals….

(4) elegy

144.

What is the synonym of the word….

(2) circumspect

145.

Identify the antonym of the word….

(3) cultivated

146.

(4) needless

147.

Choose the best given….
The on who is rich possesses…
The closest period of the Neo…..

148.

'Onomatopoeia' is defined…

149.

'Hyperbole' is….

150.

Which of the given features is not….

(2) a figure of speech where such words are used
whose sound imitates the action meant/sense
intended.
(3) a figure of speech in which statements are
exaggerated or extravagant.
(2) It is bombastic in language.

(3) 1660 to 1750

